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TREMLERED DOWN A HOT ROCKY road from L.A. to San Francisco, August 29th ‘59. We were takin’ the Big Road to pay our respects to our brother George. The trip was our annual pilgrimage to raise money for his memorial. The road was a short one, from LA to Palm Springs and then up the Highway one and on to the Big
City. Coming from the Valley where it gets hot and dry all summer, this was our first taste of California’s bounty and the reminders of the notorious high desert that has served as the jumping-off point to Nevada for the Man and his family for almost 40 years. While on the trip, the skies grew increasingly more overcast and then the

wind picked up in the mountain passes. In a matter of minutes the whole sky lit up red and orange and it looked like some massive wind tunnel over Nevada and way beyond. The view was one of the most dramatic I have ever seen. Although it was the 4th of July, it looked like the sky was on fire. No way to take the camera out at this
point, but the next day, when the clouds had dispersed and the first light was breaking, I took some pictures from up in the San Gabriel Mountains above Pasadena on this day. I took a camera with me to this memorial to George and stayed for a few days. On the way to San Francisco, we had a lot of fun before hitting the road. Mom,

Dad and John M. and the children, Sylvie, John T, and Mike went ahead on the trip, leaving me with Jameson and Sydney and several other friends at the house in L.A. At about 4:00 in the morning, I was awakened by a phone call from Dad asking if I could get home from San Francisco before the morning rush hour began. So, at about
5:30, I got on the plane, and by 6:00 was home, wet and tired. But, that is another story. That is where I start to miss my
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